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Mekz is a privately owned, UK-based company with its headquarters in Slough 
and several local offices in Africa (Dakar, Abidjan, Douala and Kinshasa). 

With 8 languages spoken fluently within the company, we are proud to be a global enterprise.

Over the past 20 years, Mekz has evolved with the needs of Africa 
and offers a complete suite of tailor-made business solutions with the aim of replacing 
mass imported products with sustainable, competitive and profitable local production.

At Mekz, we also work in collaboration with world-class market leaders with experience and expertise 
within their individual market segments. Mekz, along with their partners, can offer high quality, 

proven products and solutions that are reliable, consistent and competitively priced.

about Mekz

‘We export to 32 countries in Africa’
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Our trusted partners...
 

Bericap is a global manufacturer of plastic 

closures with 22 factories in 19 countries 

across the world. With on-going projects 

in several countries in Asia and the Middle 

East, and a network of licensees and 

partners, Bericap is dedicated to supplying 

similar, high-quality products to all of its 

global clients.

Based in Plymouth, Michigan, Plastipak 

Packaging is a global leader in the 

science of flexible packaging and barrier 

technology. With 26 plants on 3 continents, 

Plastipak’s manufacturing competencies 

offer consumers the very latest in packaging 

design, labelling, filling and delivery.

Since its creation in Germany, more than 

15 years ago, SMF has offered high-quality, 

efficient PET blowing machines: such as air 

conveyors, bottle unscramblers and stretch 

blow moulding machines. SMF is constantly 

striving for the technological advancement 

and improvement of their blow moulding 

machines.
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Tel: +44 (0)1753 511 490
info@mekz.co.uk
www.mekz.co.ukContact us today!


